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optimus prime primax teletraan i the transformers - optimus prime is the awe inspiring powerful and compassionate
leader of the autobot forces originally a working class civilian he was chosen by the matrix to command the autobots which
was merely the first of a number of burdens he would be forced to bear another being his unintentional relocation of the
transformers age old conflict to earth he is the complete moral opposite of, optimus prime g1 transformers wiki tfwiki net
- optimus prime is the awe inspiring leader of the autobot forces selfless and endlessly courageous he is the complete
opposite of his mortal enemy megatron originally a mere civilian known as orion pax or optronix he was chosen by the
matrix of leadership to command the first in a number of heavy burdens he has been forced to bear another is his bringing
of the transformers conflict to earth, optimus prime movie transformers wiki tfwiki net - optimus prime is the leader of
the autobots long ago he was the humble leader of cybertron s science division which studied the allspark and were
protected by lord high protector megatron s military when megatron was corrupted by the fallen optimus discovered that he
was the last of the dynasty of primes hidden away when the fallen destroyed their lineage, amazon com transformers the
complete first season peter - buy transformers the complete first season read 234 movies tv reviews amazon com,
transformers robots in disguise western animation tv - transformers robots in disguise is an animated series in the
transformers franchise it is a sequel series to transformers prime taking place within the transformers aligned universe
taking place years after the events of its predecessor robots in disguise follows bumblebee acting as leader to a,
transformers age of extinction generations deluxe class - amazon com transformers age of extinction generations
deluxe class dinobot slug figure toys games, transformers the last knight 2017 rotten tomatoes - the transformers leap
into action once more in this sequel from paramount pictures and director michael bay jason buchanan rovi
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